
ENLIGHT is DIAGNAL’s application solution for premium
OTT service providers looking to publish and monetize 
content quickly. ENLIGHT provides a collection of feature 
rich premium application experiences across a wide range 
of device platforms. Well tested and already deployed with 
global customers, ENLIGHT apps provide high performance 
and a high end experience to end-users.

We Are
Streaming
Specialists.

Publish and Monetize

Any device, anywhere

Compelling premium features 

Proven platform

Flexible configurations

Extendable and Customizable

Solid partner ecosystem

Sports, Entertainment, Education, Fitness, Events, 
food and much more with DIAGNAL ENLIGHT



One stop shop for OTT streaming

Wow users with beautifully crafted yet 
highly configurable rails and grids of 
content posters. Draw them into the 
library with well presented content details, 
showcase all the information they require 
and then present them with a high quality 
video experience. Promote flagship content 
and your offers with configurable hero 
sliders and call to actions. 

We’ve taken the workload of integration 
off your product launch with pre-
integrations to leading OVP, identity, 
billing, recommendations and analytics 
providers. These pre-integrations reduce 
your time and cost to launch.

Run a profitable premium 
entertainment business through 
comprehensive monetization. 
DIAGNAL ENLIGHT supports 
subscriptions, rentals, purchases 
and advertising. Support secure 
transactions with multiple payment 
providers including in app purchases.

Included app configuration in ENLIGHT 
allows you to make changes to content 
presentation, app navigation and features 
without a redeployment. ENLIGHT 
template apps are also customizable to 
your product requirements if configuration 
is not sufficient through DIAGNAL 
customer engineering services. Example 
customizations include

ENLIGHT supports features that users have 
come to expect from a premium video 
experience. These features help keep your 
users coming back for more. 

ENLIGHT Apps are available for all popular 
devices ensuring you can get content 
on the devices where your users want to 
watch it. Including desktop web, mobile 
web, native phone / tablet apps, casting 
and large screen TVs - we’ve got it all 
covered to give you maximum reach. 

DIAGNAL has worked with some of the 
biggest OTT service providers. With caching 
and resilience implemented at each layer of 
the solution, ENLIGHT is architected to scale 
to meet the needs of your business growth. 
ENLIGHT also incorporates state of the art 
monitoring tools to enable service uptime 
and quality at all times.

Content Discovery

Pre-Integrated Partners

Content Monetization

Configurable 
and Extendable

Compelling Features

Device Coverage

Scalable and Proven

Auto-play Next Episode

Custom pages 

AI Recommended Content

Custom user identity directory

Continue Watching

Additional payment providers

Favourite Content

Download with Offline viewing

Multi-profiles with Kids Profile

Fast User On-boarding

Multi-Language User Interface

Trailer Preview Thumbnails

DIAGNAL brings you modern and powerful
tools to quickly publish and monetize 
premium entertainment media. Deliver 
winning experiences to your viewers and 
subscribers with DIAGNAL ENLIGHT.

OTT Solutions
Done Right.

To know more about what ENLIGHT
can offer your business speak to one
of our specialists today using the
contact details below.

India

United Kingdom

Hong Kong

+852 2219 9913

+91 471 2710404

+44 734 103 9500

contact-hk@diagnal.com

contact-india@diagnal.com

contact-uk@diagnal.com
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